WALKING STORIES An immersive audio-walk for parks
Critically acclaimed, Walking Stories is an intricately choreographed group
audio walk for parks. In this unique outdoor experience created by Charlotte
Spencer Projects, green spaces become part of an exploratory, interactive and
fully immersive audio journey. You are given an mp3 player and headphones,
and joined by others. Original music, text and sound design guide and inform
this walk as you move into a realm of spontaneous interactions with your
surroundings and the others walking with you.
Risk-taking and innovative, but utterly unthreatening immersive theatre. Walking
Stories questions our feelings about ourselves, community, memory and
journey. The headphones remove you from the clutter of the rest of your life,
and gradually you sink into a spacious place to share with others and explore
for yourself.
It is a hugely inclusive and inviting experience, available to all ages and fitness
levels. Moving between watching, listening, and following instructions, Walking
Stories takes you on a journey with yourself. With a growing disconnection
between our busy head filled lives and the ground on which we walk, Walking
Stories strives to develop greater connection between its audience and local

spaces. You don’t come to watch Walking Stories; you live it, breathe it, build
and dismantle it.

“this walk in the park was hands-down, feet-down the most magical dance
event of my year” Dancing Times
“Contemplative and profound, Charlotte Spencer Project’s audio walk is
one of the most calming, quietly beautiful and evocative outdoor pieces I
have ever experienced.” (Review, Brighton International Festival 2014)
"a treasure hunt danced through the trees" The Guardian ★★★★
WALKING STORIES OFFERS
• Unique model of presentation and participation, offering a diverse and active
experience for groups in outdoor spaces, utilising urban and green spaces.
• A physical and tactile experience that enables our audience to feel more harnesses individual capacity for change and transformation.
• Extensive cross over between music, installation art, sculpture, mobile
technology performance, dance, theatre and writing.
• Moving between a wide range of field recordings, carefully composed music,
driving rhythms, and silence, the immersive sound score locates us specifically

in the place we’re in and at other moments transports us to other distant
places/spaces. We are placed and displaced.
• Fantastic team-building activity for colleagues and co-workers.
VIDEO TRAILER: www.vimeo.com/114560518
PRACTICAL DETAILS:
• Duration: 60 mins
• Max audience per performance: 20
• Facilitators: 2
• Max number of performances per day: 3
WE PROVIDE:
• All headsets and sound devices
• Facilitation of all performances
• We brief and debrief the group with coaching questions tailored to your
context e.g. creativity and leadership
FEES: Contact us with your dates and numbers.
CONTACT:

Lucy@nowgocreate.co,uk

Charlotte Spencer Projects Community Interest Company (CSP) work in
unusual spaces in order to open up new forms of conversation and change how
and where performances happen. Through each artistic project CSP strive to
build community by inviting people to re-encounter themselves in relationship
to their lives and their environment. CSP have had their work presented in
parks, galleries, beaches, forests as well as theatres.
Since initiating Charlotte Spencer Projects (CSP) in 2009, Charlotte has
received commissions from Greenwich Dance and Trinity Laban, Salisbury
International Festival, Siobhan Davies Dance, Jerwood Gallery, Turner
Contemporary, Brighton & Hove Libraries. Walking Stories was created in
2013 and has subsequently toured extensively nationally and internationally. It
currently exists in English, French and Portuguese.
CSP’s most latest work, Is this a Waste Land? is an ambitious performance
through headphones for disused urban spaces. It was presented in London,
Glasgow and Corby in 2017 and will be returning in 2020.
Charlotte was a Sadler’s Wells Summer University Artist 2015-18 & Associate
Artist at Greenwich Dance 2014-18. She has worked closely with Siobhan
Davies Dance since 2010.

